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driving social prospects into your sales cycle

The way purchasing decisions are made
has changed forever due to the widespread
adoption of social media.

This eBook highlights the ways in which
social media monitoring enables you to drive
more leads into your sales cycle and provides
specific hints and tips that are working for
many marketers today.
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social media
lead generation

Designed to help you get the most out of social media,
whatever your goals might be.

In 2011, nearly 70% of marketers said they
had generated leads through social media –
the questions are no longer about whether
social media can generate leads, but about
how many, and how best to achieve this.
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introduction/
Thank you for taking the time to read our eBook on social media monitoring for lead
generation, the fifth in our series for brands seeking to better navigate social media.
This book highlights the ways in which social media monitoring enables you to drive
more leads into your sales cycle and provides specific hints and tips that are working
for many marketers today.
When you truly understand who your social target audience is and why they seek you
out on social media, you can then develop targeted lead generation programs that
turn social friends and fans into highly qualified leads.
We look forward to any input you may have. So please, feel free to post comments on
our blog at www.brandwatch.com/blog. We value and read all of your input!
Best regards,
The Brandwatch team

lead generation/ introduction
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social media leads the way/
Most organizations today are connecting with new audiences that are larger than ever
before by leveraging social media. As a result, they enjoy hundreds, if not thousands,
of interactions per month with fans, followers, detractors, and industry influencers.
These interactions frequently lead to improved relations and elevated brand
awareness. But how do they impact lead generation?
As a marketer in charge of digital marketing for your organization, one of your main
goals is to assist sales teams by bringing in leads. And not just masses of unqualified
leads, but real leads with real needs that will advance through the buying cycle to
eventual purchase.
Today, savvy marketers are making the best of social media for lead generation by
aligning social media efforts to the buying cycle. For most organizations, these efforts
are paying off. While social media has only recently gained mainstream uptake,
already a large percentage of B2B and B2C marketers state that social media makes
the biggest impact on their lead generation goals. In fact, 17.9% of B2B marketers
and 24.8% of B2C marketers say that social media’s impact on their lead generation
goals is even greater than Pay-Per-Click and Search Engine Optimization!1

stats
Social Media Pays Off for Lead
Generation
In a 2011 survey of 500 marketing
professionals, 68.4% said they have
generated leads from social media
sites, and over 55% of them have
closed deals from social media leads.2
Webmarketing123

lead generation/ social media leads the way
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cont...
What is making social media so powerful for lead generation? It’s the ability to have
direct conversations with your most valued target audiences.
While social conversations pave the way to leads, consistent success depends on
marketers aligning social media interactions to the appropriate stages of prospects’
buying cycle. To achieve this, marketers must listen to their social audiences to
understand where they are in the buying cycle and how they want to progress
through it.
With this information in hand, marketers can design social programs to produce
desired behaviors, participate in conversations that deliver real value, and promote
content that responds to prospects’ needs. The end result will be far greater lead
volume, higher quality leads, and higher conversion rates.

tip
The Four-Stage Buying Cycle
Research, Compare, Sample,
Purchase. Make sure you know the
stage of your social prospects!

lead generation/ social media leads the way
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social media monitoring clarifies
the buying cycle/
If marketers are to truly understand at what stage of the buying cycle they are
engaging their target audience, they must monitor relevant online communities and
discussions that relate strongly to their products or services.

quote

Enterprise-class social media monitoring tools enable marketers to quickly scan
the social world to capture all relevant discussions about their brands, products,
and services. Such tools also help social media teams to quickly synthesize the
information and narrow down the best social media sites to target for lead
generation purposes.
As you prepare your own lead generation programs, make sure you understand the
specifics of your target audience(s) by monitoring social sites to answer the following
questions:
1. Who is your target audience? Is there more than one? Whether there is one or
more, establish audience profiles based on the additional questions below.
2. Where are they in the social realm?
3. What keywords do they use to discuss products/services related to yours?
4. What keywords do they use when discussing the challenges that your products/
services solve?
5. What needs do they express?

“Social media is the most efficient
channel for committees of engineers,
product developers, purchasing
managers and marketers to selfeducate, and a way for marketers to
abbreviate sales cycles.”4
Eric Schwartzman and Paul Gillin

With this profile information in hand, you can easily add specificity to your lead
generation strategies, programs, and tactics.

lead generation/ social media monitoring clarifies the buying cycle

“B2B social media marketing is
particularly well suited for businessto-business lead generation. Business
purchasing decisions are made by
stakeholder committees with diverse
priorities and a voracious appetite
for details.”3
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listening informs better lead
generation campaigns/
Using the answers to the questions we provided on the previous page, let’s see
how monitoring can improve lead generation campaign design. We’ll use a fictitious
company, called PGQ, to illustrate. PGQ makes high-end video production equipment
for the entertainment industry. Movie companies and video production agencies use
PGQ’s equipment to make the best animations, panoramic views, and special effects
possible in television, film, games, and online entertainment.
1. Target audience? Engineers and video editors at large Hollywood studios as
well as executives at small, medium, and large video production agencies around
the world.
2. Where is PGQ’s target audience on social media? Top sites are a
Linkedin user group for video production tools, Twitter, and a video production
community forum.
3. What keywords do they use to discuss products/services related to PGQ’s
products? “CGI,” “animations,” “cool camera shot,” “avid,” “high-end video”
4. What keywords do they use when discussing their challenges that PGQ’s
products solve? “video format conversion,” “slow composer,” “slow rendering”
5. What needs do they express? Flexibility to film once for different audiences (TV,
web, mobile devices, etc.), speed, high-performance, quality, superiority
6. Other discoveries? Price is not an important factor, as these people are judged
by making the best video possible.

lead generation/ listening informs better lead generation campaigns
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tip
“Start conversations that are worth
having. And converse in ways that
generate questions that your brand has
answers to. Connect those answers,
ultimately, to your products or services.
This is how to generate customer
inquiries using social media.”5
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cont...
Given what PGQ has learned from its social media monitoring, they can now make
some strategic and tactical decisions regarding their lead generation campaigns.
For example, they can rule out a campaign that promotes a discount offer. The target
audience has shown that it wants the highest-quality and fastest tool possible –
and is willing to pay full price for that. Moreover, the campaign should focus on
“quality with an edgy cool” to align with the ways the target audience expresses its
desires and needs.

lead generation/ listening informs better lead generation campaigns
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uncovering the golden nugget/
To illustrate the value of understanding your prospects well enough to develop
robust profiles of them, consider the following case example of a mid-sized security
software vendor.
The security software vendor was battling in the market against numerous
competitors for years when the company’s marketing team began listening to industry
conversations on social media. Their goal was to understand where prospects were
in the buying cycle. They already had solid profiles of their target audience, but for the
digitally social portion of that audience, they wanted to get specific.
The team queried social sites for one simple piece of prospect data: Are they asking
basic questions or advanced questions? That’s it. For the marketing team, the answer
to this question would dictate the marketing materials and social conversations they
would develop.
What they found was that prospects were asking basic questions that corresponded
to the first stage of the buying cycle, Research. Knowing this, the company acted fast
to repurpose much of their existing marketing content and develop some new content
– all meant to educate early-stage prospects rather than hit them with the hard-sell
vendor comparison content they had been promoting before. They then created an
educational resource portal and promoted it as often as they could during social
conversations.

lead generation/ uncovering the golden nugget
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comment
“Social media purists would tell you
that tweeting out a landing page to
an ebook or product demo shouldn’t
happen. They are wrong.
Prospects that have opted into your
social media content want more
information about industry best
practices and your business.”6
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cont...
Very quickly, the company was able to gain the enviable position as a trusted advisor
to many new prospects. These prospects were turned over to sales as conversations
progressed. Sales teams experienced a much higher close rate due to both the highly
qualified nature of each lead as well as the trust that had been established with each.
Beyond this case example, repurposing your existing content can help streamline your
social media efforts. After all, it’s not always easy to come up with a catchy new blog
post or tweet. By tapping into the reserve of content you’ve already created, you save
time and money while responding well to your target audience’s research needs.

lead generation/ uncovering the golden nugget
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what constitutes lead generation
success in social media?/
Some marketers are performing successful lead generation on social media and don’t
even know it. How can that be?
It comes down to the ways in which marketers measure success on social media. Up
to now, we’ve assumed that a lead is a prospect who has entered into the sales cycle
and shown interest in a company’s product or service.
Many marketers push themselves into a corner by measuring leads on social media
the same way they measure leads from traditional lead generation approaches.
But what if, for example, social media efforts end up doubling registrants to a user
conference? This doesn’t necessarily bring new leads into the sales cycle. Yet, most
marketers would clearly see this as a huge success.
To overcome this disconnect, marketers need to define social media program goals
and measures, particularly as they relate to leads. In the above example, marketing
could establish a measure such as “conference registrant conversion rate”. Success
would be measured by the number of registrants who purchase within six months of
the conference.

lead generation/ what constitutes lead generation success...
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tip
Caveat on Lead Volume
If your campaign goal is to develop
meaningful conversations with a
focused audience, be sure to move the
measuring stick. Instead of measuring
volume, measure percentage of
purchasers from leads entered into the
sales cycle.
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cont...
If the need to measure is more immediate, then perhaps a closer look at the status of
each registrant shortly after the conference. In this case, marketing gains lead credit
each time the company’s CRM system officially labels a conference registrant as
being in the sales cycle.
The bottom line is that you as a marketer need to know the goal of your social
media campaign as well as the related measures. Only then can you develop social
media campaigns with all the right elements. Whether you measure success as a
purchase, content download, or entry into a group, you can align best with your sales
team by ensuring your measure indicates that prospects are progressing through the
buying cycle.

lead generation/ what constitutes lead generation success...
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nurture your social media leads
before passing them to sales/
According to a recent study by Marketing Sherpa, the majority of B2B companies
experience a sales cycles of four months or longer.7 During that time span, prospects
spend more time doing independent research than ever before, particularly on
social media.
As they engage these prospects, marketers are often tempted to pass them to sales
as fast as possible in order to demonstrate lead generation success. Don’t do it!
The majority of prospects prefer to engage a sales person much later in the process –
approximately two-thirds of the way through their buying cycle.
Nurture Your Leads.
Instead of turning a raw lead over to sales, leverage the knowledge you’ve gained
from social media monitoring to elevate the most relevant prospects.
Not every new follower or fan of your brand qualifies to move to stage 2 of the buying
cycle. With the help of a couple of intelligent marketing interns, you can identify the
best prospects and progress them along the path to purchase. Let your interns
review each week’s new social connections (followers, fans, etc.) and compare their
demographic information to the buyer personas you’ve developed from your social
media monitoring efforts. They can obtain great lead-qualifying and lead-nurturing
insights by cross-referencing these people with their information on LinkedIn,
Facebook, and other social sites.

lead generation/ nurture your social media leads...
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quote
Pass the Ripe Bananas
“Imagine your marketplace is like a field
of banana trees. Your marketing people
are those who nurture and pick the
bananas. Bananas are harvested when
they are green, and they turn yellow as
they ripen. Fully 95% of your leads are
like harvested green bananas, and, off
the top, your sales team needs only the
other 5%, those that are ripe.”8
Brian Carroll
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cont...
Either manually or through a marketing automation tool, your team can interact
with these prospects, track their responsiveness over time, and then pass the most
promising to sales teams at the appropriate moment. This will ensure a higher close
rate from social media leads and raise the value of marketing in the eyes of the
sales team.

lead generation/ nurture your social media leads...
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summary/ social media monitoring
closes the loop for success measurement
Social media never really stops as a lead generation engine for your company
once you start. Unlike campaigns with defined start and end dates, being social
is an ongoing process. For that reason, some marketers have been lax in their
measurement practices. But as social media budgets grow, along with expectations
from upper management and sales teams, marketers will need to more concretely
show the results of their social lead generation efforts.
This is where enterprise-class social media monitoring provide real value to marketing.
Such tools enable marketers to measure changes in social media campaign results
within specific date ranges to enable ongoing benchmarking of success. Below are
some measures that you should easily perform with an enterprise-class tool:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volume of mentions of your brand (particularly at the most critical social sites)
Improvement in overall brand sentiment ratings
Temporary change in brand sentiment surrounding a social marketing campaign
Volume of visits to your websites
Volume of visits from specific sites
Number of new social media sites that mention your brand
Number of new fans and followers

By combining this data with traditional measurement data, such as number of lead
forms submitted, content downloads, etc., you should have a much easier time
proving the success of your social media lead generation efforts. Keep in mind that
closing the loop in your sales tracking tool is important. After all, if marketing doesn’t
blow its horn regarding leads, nobody will.

lead generation/ summary
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end/
We hope you’ve gleaned some useful insights into improving your social media lead
generation campaigns and the ways in which enterprise-class social media monitoring
tools can help.
To see how Brandwatch can help give your business the edge in social media,
visit our website and book a live demo with our team.

about brandwatch/
Brandwatch is one of the world’s leading social media monitoring tools, with offices
in the UK, US and Germany.
Innovative brands and agencies all over the world use Brandwatch for:
Research – Understanding the market
Sales – Identifying leads
Customer Service – Responding and engaging quickly
Marketing – Targeting new networks
Reputation Management – Limiting negativity and building on positivity

to see how brandwatch can help
give your business the edge in social
media, visit the website and book a
live demo with our team.
brandwatch.com/demo

Creative Commons Attribution-NoDerivs 3.0 License
Please feel free to copy, share and reference this e-book. All we ask is that you acknowledge
Brandwatch as the source and link to http://www.brandwatch.com when citing the publication.
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